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Q 1: Fill in the blank (Answer only 10 questions)

1. Admittance is defined as: _
2. The power factor is equal to_for a purely.

3. when 0 and Q are positive, the corresponding power factor is termed

4. An AC circuit is said to be in when the circuit current is in

phase with the applied voltage.

5. DC machine is a device which converts_ energy into _energy and vice versa.

6. Types of DC Machines ?rel_,_, ffid

7. Three phase Induction motor is constructed of _ and _.
8. Hydro -electric power plants are usually classified according to the available head of water:

-r-, 

ffid

9. Types of turbine are: _atrd _,
10. Types of Nuclear power plant are: and

11. Types of turbine are: and

(40 marks)

Note: Answer CIHRED questions only (20 mark for each question)

Q 2: Find current I in the circuit in Fig. I
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Fig. 1

Q 3: Aseries-connectedloaddrawsacurrenti (t):4cos (100nt+ 10.)Awhentheappliedvoltage

is v(t) : 120 cos (l00rt - 20") V. Find the apparent power and the power factor of the load. Determine

the element values that form the series-connected load.



Q4:
a) Using KVL, find the value of Rx in the circuit shown in nr

Fig. 2. 
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b) Use the current divider rule to find current 12, shown in t_
Fig.3. 
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Q 5: Find current Is in the circuit shown in Fig. 4, by using one of the analysis methods?
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Good Luck
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